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QUANTUM (GREEN DOT)

RATING - 50-70 KG

WEIGHT - 390 PLUS 115 ALIGNMENT ADAPTOR

DCRSI - FLEXION Vs LOAD

LOAD Vs EVERSION ANGLE

+ QUANTUM □MULTIFLEX ◇GREISS △OB SACH (NT) ×OB SACH (WT)
QUANTUM (BLUE DOT)

RATING - 70-90 KG
WEIGHT - 393 PLUS 115 ALIGNMENT ADAPTOR

DCRSL - FLEXION Vs LOAD

LOAD Vs EVERSION ANGLE

D-FUSS

+ QUANTUM MULTIFLEX  △ DRISBI  △ OD SACH (MT) × OD SACH (MT)
QUANTUM (BLACK DOT)

RATING - 90-110

WEIGHT - 395 PLUS 115 ALIGNMENT ADAPTOR